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The awakened and knowing say: body am I entirely, and nothing else;
and soul is only a word for something about the body.
Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra, 1883
To my mother and father
I use clay to sculpt the female body in a way that expresses my
ideas about personal identity. Throughout history people from many
different cultures have sculpted figures to symbolize religious beings.
Often these sculptures were considered symbols of the ideal. Figurative
objects offered affirmation of the human-god relationship. As belief
systems grew and changed the expressive figure as a metaphor for the
psyche, became more predominant in art. I am inspired by both
historic and contemporary figure sculpture, but the objects I make are
not inspired by a specific religion, culture, or narrative. Instead they
reference my own opinions about personal identity and follow my own
individual journey toward self awareness.
I love the body. On a naive level I believe it to be completely
honest. Its parts and proportions are generally clear. They are
organized into a familiar arrangement of gestures and signals, a
learned, and often accepted, language. However the body has more
expressive potential than a readable vocabulary allows it. For example, I
have the cognitive ability to explain why a thin almost emaciated body
is unhealthy, underdeveloped, weak and can even seem repulsive.
However my immediate response is usually attraction,
which I cannot
explain. It is the body's complexity beyond what can be clearly read that
intrigues me the most.
I often feel that my body betrays inner secrets. While my words
and intentions may be spoken with confidence,
the smallest amount of
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uncertainty or shyness will cause my fingers to nervously pry at each
other as I speak. I will forget to straighten my shoulders or lift my head
and as a result my message will get completely confused in the eyes of
another person.
The body defined as a structure of bones and flesh of a man or
animal, differs from the figure, defined as a person seen or studied. In
most simplified terms, the pieces in this exhibition are female figures.
They are not a definition of the body's corporal existence. Although I
admire the work of Kiki Smith, who "... explored the significance of
the body as a system . . . producing a physical presence in order to be
able to get a notion of
reality,"
my sensibilities are different. (Ahrens
1999) The autobiographic and spiritual content of her work is
inspiring, and I am fascinated by the way she uses the body to
communicate relationships we have with things beyond our
perception.
It is difficult for me to recognize the connections I make to other
artists because my work is so personal. In the process of making I often
draw from a wide range of fine artists: the German Expressionists,
Wilhelm Lehmbruk, Egon Schiele, Cindy Sherman, Louise Bougeious,
Justin Novak, and Jane Alexander. The art of both Alberto Giacometti
and Auguste Rodin continue to inspire me. As I learn more about my
own work, what I admire in their work
changes. New parallels are
usually drawn after the work is
finished.
In considering my own decision to
extend the arms of my figures
beyond their bases I discovered a similarity in Rodin's, Avarice and
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My decision to convey the body in an expressive way grew out of
my own self image. In my mind my body is exaggerated. Self-conscious
musings lose rationality and become insecurities. Thinness becomes
emaciation, limbs become gangly and awkward, bones protrude, erect
nipples are revealed from their normal privacy, and the inside becomes
vulnerable to the outside.
This work is self-portraiture. It consists of the many, often
opposing views I have of myself, but is not based upon a mirrored
reflection or experience. A mirror can show many different things. It
reflects what is physically there and can also be a nagging, vain
reminder of what is not. That particular view gives no answer to why
my father's brow is furrowed on my forehead, and offers no
reassurance from the eyes my mother gave me. As time passes the mind
and the body both change, thus our knowledge of their relationship
changes as well. Our perception of the self is constantly in flux as new
information unfolds and discoveries are made. Each time I look into a
mirror the reflection reveals something new, and each time I turn away
something is forgotten.
In the beginning I did not consider my work to be
self-
portaiture. There was no conscious decision to make the pieces
physically resemble anyone, let alone myself. It is something that
occurred naturally as I attempted to develop work that reflected my
inner thoughts, associations, and feelings. The physical resemblance
increased with each piece. There were many different versions, but
my sincere intent came across only after I
stopped rationalizing ideas
and began listening to my own intuition. 9
Artwork is responded to with happy emotions. Work
about ideas is responded to with other ideas. There is so much
written about art that it is mistaken for an intellectual pursuit. It
is quite commonly thought that the intellect is responsible
for everything that is made and done. It is commonly thought
that everything that is can be put into words. But there is a
wide range of emotional response that we make that cannot be
put into words. We are so used to making these emotional
responses that we are not consciously aware of them until they
are represented in artwork. Our emotional life is really dominant
over out intellectual life, but we do not realize it. (Martin 1998)
Even though we have the ability to admit that life is filled with
things the intellectual mind cannot explain, it is hard not to be
consumed by times that seem confusing, difficult, or even awful. It is
strange how in those dark times the smallest amount of hope will
inspire determination. The fine line between that hope and utter
darkness has its own bittersweet type of beauty. This work is an attempt
to capture my own inner emotions
and relate how I see the
relationships between beauty and sadness, desire and fear, strength and
vulnerability, confusion and acceptance,
hope and doubt.
My thesis exhibition, Unspoken, is one body
of work that consists
of five figures. Each piece investigates a different yet related emotional
state in a tangible way. The title refers to those things that
remain
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private and keep us silent. They are insecurities that occur like
conflicting inner voices. There is a continuity in the size, color,
gesture, and overall physical appearance of the work that emulates the
continuous, cyclical nature of private thoughts.
My decision to create this work on a scale that suggests a young
child or small woman's stature allows one to establish a relationship to
the work with the entire body. This scale also implies a vulnerability
which is accentuated by the thinness and fragility of the forms. The
delicate nature of the work is emphasized by the process used to make it.
The pieces are thinly built from clay, pushed out of hollow interiors.
An opening to this space only occurs through a small curious part
between the lips of each figure. Limited access makes the interior
intriguing because it cannot be seen.
I chose to use a smooth surface that would increase the sensual
attraction of these forms. White bodies are most often recognized as
unearthly, spiritual, or as entities associated with birth and death.
Actual human flesh is made up of many translucent layers that slightly
reveal the vital processes underneath. While white coloring gives
these sculptures a supernatural context, subtle warm and cool colors
peak through in successive layers to suggest life. This allows the pieces
to exist in between two extremes.
The figures begin at the hips and follow a seductive curve up
through the spine and neck. There is grace in the way that the hips,
stomach, and ribcage of each torso are generalized and elongated. The
fluid gesture of the mid section leads the eye around each sculpture, and
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to more descriptive areas, where the hands and faces communicate
emotive content. The incomplete nature of the bodies emphasizes the
fact that they are not single physical portraits. My decision to render
partial figures was made out of economy. It was unnecessary to use the
complete body in order to clearly relate my intent.
Each piece is placed solidly upon a uniform square base. These
supports are merely an element that raise the figures above eye level,
and are not meant to add conceptual content. The resulting height is
precarious. It confuses the view one normally has with other people,
and denies the comfort of a familiar perspective. The figures are
arranged in a semi-circular composition facing a central point. There
is enough room to walk completely around each piece, but the space
leads one to the center, surrounded by all of the pieces. This placement
mimics the appearance of a private group exchange, or secret
conversation. However, none of the figures directly address each other
or the viewer through gesture or expression. There is no set order or
path. It is up to a viewer to decide how he or she confronts the figures
and chooses to interpret or appreciate the work.
Sculpting is the most honest way for me to relate what I have to
give. There are no preconceived questions, answers, or linear diagrams
for me to follow. Making and understanding the work is like hearing
an echo or ambient noise. An unclear message fading and circling
grows stronger. It challenges me to listen, figure out what is tangible,
push through confusion, and find beauty in uncertainty.
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Technical Information
Clara's Lowfire White Cone 04
10% Tile 6 Clay





All surfaces are treated with acrylic media.
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